We present a method to adaptively refine an irregular triangle mesh as it deforms in real-time. 
Introduction
In real-time computer animation, polygon meshes are a popular surface representation due to the high throughput on current hardware. The drawback is that a polygonal surface is piecewise planar, and we thus have to find a balance between high visual quality (more polygons) and high frame rates ( 
less polygons).
A polygon model of a static surface can be built such that a compromise between the represented amount of detail and computational complexity is achieved. However, when the surface is animated by moving the mesh nodes, the resulting mesh doesn't adapt well to the deformation. Bends and folds can only appear at the edges of the mesh and are thus limited by its initial connectivity. This leads to the unfortunate situation that the model has to provide enough polygons to accommodate for possible deformations, even though the surface can be represented well enough with a far lower number of polygons in its undeformed state. A model should thus be dynamically refined at runtime where required.
In this paper, we present a technique to render adaptively refined versions of a triangle mesh. Refinements are computed only in those areas where the mesh is deformed. Since these refinements are used for rendering only and can be easily computed on the fly, we do not update the original triangle mesh, This is advantageous for two reasons: first, the application doesn't have to deal with dynamic mesh connectivity, making integration into existing systems a simple plug-in operation. Second, the refined triangles are not retained between rendered frames, so additional memory usage is kept to a minimum.
Our method has been integrated into a framework for physics-based animation of polygonal models, see Figure 1 . A spring mesh is created from the initial triangle mesh: vertices correspond to point masses and edges correspond to springs. The spring mesh deforms in the simulation loop and its nodes are used to update the triangle mesh. During animation it shows that the resolution of the triangle mesh is often too coarse in highly deformed regions. However, the simulation can be decoupled from the rendering: without changing the resolution of the spring mesh (which defines the precision of the simulation), we can render a smoother version of the deformed triangle mesh.
Related Work
A large number of surface representations are used in computer animation. Among the most popular choices are polynomial patches, polygons, and subdivision surfaces.
Polynomial patches have long been used in modeling and animation [13, 41. Surfaces built from such patches are defined by a relatively coarse control mesh. Animation of the surface can be achieved by deforming this mesh. The generated surface is inherently smooth, but for complex geometry built from multiple patches, preservation of smoothness conditions across patch boundaries becomes difficult.
Patches can be refined globally via knot insertion 121 or locally using hierarchical methods [5] . For real-time rendering, patches are usually tessellated using uniform 114, 91 rendering initial geometry spring mesh deformed mesh refined mesh Figure 1 . Overview of our physics-based animation system. Without affecting the internal state of the simulation or the triangle mesh itself, refinements are computed from the deformed mesh and passed to the rendering engine.
or adaptive schemes [121 to exploit fast polygon rendering hardware. As the surface deforms, the vertices of the tessellation have to be recomputed. For refined surfaces, the computations become more complicated and expensive. Polygonal models are popular due to their simplicity, flexibility, and the availability of efficient graphics hardware. Adaptive refinement of arbitrary triangles meshes is a recent topic in multi-resolution editing [7, 81. These methods are very powerful, but the underlying machinery is complex and currently not applicable in real-time environments. [ 191 propose an efficient method to smooth polygonal geometry, which is applied to deformations caused by a mawspring simulation. Their method interpolates interior points of arbitrary polygons, given its vertices and vertex normals. Using a regular subdivision of the initial geometry, smooth surfaces can be generated on the fly for rendering, similar to our approach. The tessellation does not adapt to surface curvature, though. In the context of facial animation, Seo er al. [ 161 describe the application of level-of-detail techniques, generating not only coarser geometry, but also coarser animation control for far away viewpoints.
Subdivision surfaces [ 11, 151 bridge the gap between spline patches and polygon meshes in many respects, combining the easy handling of meshes with the well-defined properties of a parametric surface. Defined over an initial quadrilateral or triangle control mesh, an arbitrarily close approximation to a smooth limit surface can be generated by repeatedly refining the mesh using simple rules. The limit surface can either interpolate or approximate the control mesh nodes, depending on the subdivision rules. subdivision surfaces are also suitable for use in computer an-
. A very regular mesh of subdivision connectivity is required, which often makes an initial remeshing step necessary when an irregular mesh is given. In general, the refinement operator is applied uniformly to a subdivision surface. Zorin et al. [21] describe a method ("adaptive synthesis") that selectively computes refined triangles by temporarily creating the needed parent triangles.
Method Overview
A generic adaptive refinement algorithm employing some surface curvature criterion can be stated recursively: Even if the tail-recursion is flattened by transformation into a loop, two cost factors remain: the curvature has to be evaluated multiple times on the initial region (albeit on smaller and smaller parts), and the changes caused by a subdivision step have to be stored in the geometry before the subregions can be examined (or temporary storage must be allocated per sub-region on each level of recursion.) In our approach, we minimize these costs by evaluating the curvature only once: based on the outcome, we perform up to two refinements in one step, thus eliminating the need for storing the altered geometry for further evaluation. It is directly drawn and discarded:
In our implementation, the refinement procedure is applred to the triangle mesh just before rendering, as shown in Figure 1 . We make use of a number of adjacency relations that are defined on a triangle mesh. such as circulating through the vertices adjacent to a given vertex, finding the triangles sharing a given edge etc. On this behalf, we use a data structure based on half-edges as described by The computed refinements are not reflected in the input mesh, they are computed dynamically for each frame and discarded after rendering. Thus. undoing refinements is not necessary, and the input mesh remains unaltered. We also do not retain any information about splits between frames.
The Algorithm,
Our method creates sub-triangles By splitting triangle edges once into two or twice into: four, parts. We start by iterating ovcr all edges of the input mesh, deciding whether to split them once or twice. Since the splitting of each edge is carried out in one single pass, there is no recursion involved. In a second pass, the re-triangulation of each triangle is obtained from the split configuration along its edges.
Splitting Criterion
We assume that the quality of the triangulation of the iindeformed mesh is good enough for the intended application. Therefore we only want to split an edge if the curvahire of the surrounding mesh region has increased during mesh deformation. As a simple and efficient test, we use the dot product between the vertex normals at both ends of an edge. If this scalar value drops below the value that ha9 been precomputed for the undeformed geometry, there is more "bending" and the edge is marked for splitting once or twice, depending on the difference of the dot products.
This criterion only uses the vertex normals of the existing nodes in the mesh. More complex criteria can be used as well, e.g. measuring discrete curvature on the mesh [17]. The vertex normal dot product has proven to be sensitive to the kind of deformations that occur in our application.
Additionally, it has the advantage of extremely low evaluation cost, provided that vertex normals have been computed before.
Vertex Smoothing
APler having determined the split configuration for each triangle, the vertex positions of the resulting sub-triangles are computed. We want to make sure that this operation 0 is computationally cheap; 0 only changes the surface locally; 0 results in a close approximation of the input mesh; 0 handles mcsh boundaries correctly.
Our approach to selective refinement is inspired by Loop subdivision [ll] in the variant proposed by Warren [20] . The Loop subdivision scheme also applies mid-edge splitting, and computing the refined surface only requires quick averaging of old and new vertices with their immediate neighbors. We'd like to point out that our method doesn't produce surfaces with any particular degree of continuity, but just a smoother-looking approximation of the original.
Vertex positions corresponding to the first (i.e. mid-edge) split of the triangle edges are calculated similarly to the Loop scheme by weighted averaging. Figure 3 shows the vertices that take part in these computations and the associated weights. Since we don't want to change the input mesh, the new positions for the original vertices are temporarily buffered.
For triangle edges that have been split twice, the vertex positions corresponding to the second-level splits are obtained in a similar fashion, see Figure 4 . Here, we have to use the previously computed positions of the first-level split vertices. Since generally not all edges of a triangle are split, some of the.se vertices may not have been computed before. In this case, we simply take the mid-point of the respective original edge.
Furthennore, the original mesh vertices are not smoothed again for second-level splits, contrary to the proper Loop subdivision scheme. In this way, we avoid complicated updates involving adjacent triangles and keep these vertices closer to their original locations.
Generating Sub-Triangles
Once the new vertex positions have been computed. sub-triangles are created by connecting thcse points and then passed to the rendering engine. To speed up the rctriangulation step, we use a lookup table that has one entry per split clonfiguration. Each entry contains a sequence of vertex indices, which represents a valid tessellation of the original triangle. The points in each triangle are indexed according to Figure 6 . If si E {0,1,2} denotes the number of splits that have been applied to edge i E {0,1,2} of the current triangle, the index into the table is computed from the 1,ernary digits si as SO + 35-1 + 9s2, yielding 27 possible combinations. Figure 5 illustrates the table lookup mechanism.
Each input triangle can be split into a maximum of ten sub-triangles. No cracks appear in the generated mesh, since adjacent triangles have a common edge and thus share the split configuration along this edge, see Figure 7 . pattern in the lookup table does not affect the rendered output. For flat shading, however, triangle normals have to be computed for. the generated sub-triangles. If the triangulation is chosen only on the basis of the triangle's current split configuration, shading artifacts may appear: a split that is introduced from one frame to the next may lead to a completely different triangulation, causing abrupt changes in the surface normals of the sub-triangles. This can be alleviated by taking the history of refinements on a triangle into account. If an edge is split further than in the previous frame, a re-triangulation is generated that is equivalent to refining that previous triangulation pattern.
Time Coherent Splitting
Though we can't avoid maintaining some sort of history, we still don't have to store split triangles between frames:
it is feasible to enumerate all sequences of splits that can be applied to a triangle, from the zero-length sequence containing no splits at all to the sequences of length six containing two splits on each edge in every possible order. We can construct a 
Results
The current implementation of our refinement scheme delivers good results in our facial animation environment. Figure 9 shows a detail of the deformed mouth region during animation. The rendered mesh is significantly smoothed in interior and boundary regions, reducing shading artifacts and improving the silhouette of the opened mouth.
In our experiments, there was no noticeable difference in frame rate when running with or without dynamic refine- We found that the explicit implementation of one to two refinement levels paid off, because there is no overhead for recursion and maintaining dynamic data structures. This will of course only hold under the assumption of a sufficiently tessellated undeformed mesh. Though the method could be extended to more than two splits per edge, our experiments have shown that this level of refinement is sufficient for the moderate deformations our initial model experiences.
When looking at the refined triangle meshes as shown in Figure 9 , one clearly notices many long and thin triangles. Usually, this is an indication of a badly generated triangle mesh. Here, however, the thin triangles are exactly what we want. Figure 8 shows that the automatically generated subtriangles are aligned to the direction of minimum curvature, thus mimicking the alignment of folds on real skin.
Future Work
We would like to extend our method in several ways. Visual quality can be further improved by refining the mesh along silhouette edges. To achieve this, appropriate splitting criteria have to be developed. Also, it would be interesting to investigate the effects of other smoothing schemes, since we currently don't interpolate, but only approximate the input surface. If the input geometry has been produced from a finer mesh, one could do even better than smoothing: detail information can be stored locally and used to place generated split vertices on the surface, as ha? been exercised in multi-resolution editing.
Finally, the rendering performance can be improved by generating re-triangulations that can be encoded as triangle strips and/or triangle fans. 
